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Abstract
In this paper we compare the minimization problem under Cˇech and other homological
boundary conditions, we also compare that with the problem of minimizing the size of
integral currents with given boundary. Finally we will get the agreement of the infimum
for those Plateau’s problem.
1 Introduction and notation
Plateau’s Problem is show that existence of minimal surface with given boundary. The classical
form of the problem was solved independently by J. Douglas [6] and T. Radó [24], while surface
is understood as a pasteurization of the unit disc in R3, and such surfaces are analytic which is
proved by Osserman [21]. More general setting for the problem have been developed by many
authors in various ways [5, 13, 25], and indeed which are more like models of some nature
phenomena such as soap films, since they contain the surfaces with singularity. The variation
arise from the different understanding of “surfaces”.
Integral currents, introduced by Federer and Fleming [13], are considered as an excellent
generalization surfaces, since it possess a canonical boundary operator, and soap films could
be consider as size minimal integral currents. The existence of mass minimal (integral or
rectifiable) currents follows from a compactness theorem, see [13]. However, the existence of
size minimal integral or rectifiable currents with given boundary is still open, a special case
was solved by Morgan [20].
The most direct way to understand the surfaces is using the point sets, but the problem is
understanding the boundary. By brilliant ideas of Reifenberg [25], that could be wipe out by
homological boundary conditions. That is, given a compact set B and an abelian group G, a
compact set E Ě B is called with algebraic boundary containing L Ď Hd´1pB;Gq (or called
spanning L) if Hd´1piB,EqpLq “ 0, where we denote by Hd´1piB,Eq the natural homomorphism
induced by the inclusion mapping B Ñ E, and in this paper we always assume that d is a
positive integer do not exceed the dimension of ambient euclidean space Rn. Then we consider
the minimizing the Hausdorff measure HdpEq in the class all compact sets which have the
algebraic boundary contains L, for continent we call such a minimization problem the Plateau
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Problem with homological boundary conditions. We have an abundant existence results to the
Plateau Problem with Cˇech homology, but very little with other homology theory. Reifenberg
[25] get the first one with conditions that B is pd´1q-dimensional compact set, G is a compact
abelian group. Under a more general setting, Almgren [2] claimed (with a vague proof of)
the existence with Vietoris homology and any abelian group G to minimizing the integral of
an elliptic integrand. And recently, paper [11] presented a proof in full detail which inherit
Almgren’s ideas. De Pauw [23] proved the case that B is a smooth Jordan curve in R3 with
G “ Z in a totally different way. Paper [9] proved a general existence result with a wild class
of integrands which also implies the existence to the Plateau Problem with Cˇech homology
conditions, and the proof is based on lots work of Feuvrier [14].
In this paper, we will show that the infimum value for the Plateau Problem with the ho-
mological boundary conditions coincide if the homology theory satisfy the seven axiom of
Eilenberg and Steenrod, and that value also coincide with the infimum value in the correspond-
ing size minimizing problem when G “ Z. Let us introduce some notation. A real valued
function on a metric space is called of class Baire 1, if it is a limit of a sequence of continuous
functions. For any set E Ď Rn, the d-dimensional Hausdorff measureHdpEq is defined by
HdpEq “ lim
δÑ0 inf
!ÿ
diampAiqd : E Ď
ď
Ai, diampAiq ď δ
)
.
We denote by Gpm, dq grassman manifold consists of d-dimensional subspace in Rn. An
integrand is a Hd-measurable function F : Rn ˆGpn, dq Ñ p0,8q, and we call it bounded if
it holds that
0 ă inf F ď supF ă `8.
For any Hd-measurable set E Ď Rn with HdpEq ă `8, we can write E “ Eirr \ Erec,
where Erec and Eirr are rectifiable and purely unrectifiable respectively, and both of them are
Hd-measurable. For any set function λ : 2Rn Ñ R, λ is called positive if λpEq ě 0 for any
E Ď Rn, λ is called bounded if 0 ă a ď λpEq ď b ă 8 for some 0 ă a ď b ă 8 and any
E Ď Rn. Given any integrand F and set function λ, we define ΦF,λpEq by
ΦF,λpEq “
ż
xPErec
F px,TanpE, xqqdHdpxq ` λpEirrqHdpEirrq.
We denote by CHpB,G,Lq the collection of all compact subsets in Rn which spans L in ho-
mology H˚, for the Cˇech homology, we will simply denote it by Cˇ pB,G,Lq. A set X Ď Rn is
called Lipschitz neighborhood retract if there is an open set U Ě X and a Lipschitz mapping
ϕ : U Ñ X such that ϕ|X “ idX . Then we have the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let B0 Ď Rn be a compact local Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be
any abelian group, and let H˚ be any homology theory which satisfies the homotopy axiom and
is isomorphic to Hˇ˚ in the category of finite polyhedra. Let F be any bounded integrand of
class Baire 1, and λ be any bounded positive set function. Suppose that L is a subgroup of
Hˇd´1pB0;Gq. Then we have that
inftΦF,λpEzB0q : E P CHpB0, L,Gqu “ inftΦF,λpEzB0q : E P Cˇ pB0, L,Gqu.
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If H˚ satisfy the seven axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod [7,8], andB0 is biLipschitz equiv-
alent to a finite simplicial complex, then from the uniqueness of homology theory [7], all con-
ditions in the above theorem hold.
Let G be any complete normed abelian group. LetPdpRn;Gq denote the group of polyhe-
dral chains of dimension d in Rn. For any P PPdpRn;Gq, let MpP q and SizepP q be the mass
and the size of P defined by
MpP q “ inf
!ÿ
|gi|Hdpσiq : P “
ÿ
giσi
)
, SizepP q “ inf
!ÿ
Hdpσiq : P “
ÿ
giσi
)
.
We put
WpP q “ inftMpQq `MpRq : P “ Q` BRu.
Then W is a norm on PdpRn;Gq [17, Theorem 2.2]. Let FdpRn;Gq be the W-completion of
PdpRn;Gq. The elements ofFdpRn;Gq are called flatG-chains [17]. For any T P FdpRn;Gq,
the mass of T is defined by
MpT q “ inf
!
lim inf
kÑ8 MpPkq : Pk
WÝÑT, Pk PPdpRn;Gq
)
,
and the flat size of T is defined by
SizepT q “ inf
!
lim inf
mÑ8 SizepPmq : Pm
WÝÑT, Pm PPdpRn;Gq
)
.
For any Lipschitz mapping f : Rn Ñ Rn, there is a induced homomorphism f7 : FdpRn;Gq Ñ
FdpRn;Gq, see Section 5 in [17]. For any A P FdpRn;Gq, A is called rectifiable, if for any
ε ą 0 there is a Lipschitz mapping f : Rn Ñ Rn and a polyhedron chain P PPdpRn;Gq such
that MpA´ f7P q ă ε, we denote byRdpRn;Gq the collection of all such chains, We define the
group of Lipschitz chains and normal chains by
LdpRn;Gq “ tf7P : P PPdpRn;Gqu
and
NdpRn;Gq “ tA P FdpRn;Gq : NpAq ă 8u,
where NpAq “ MpAq`MpBAq. Then we see thatRdpRn;Gq is the M-completion ofLdpRn;Gq,
FdpRn;Gq is the W-completion of LdpRn;Gq, and we will see that NdpRn;Gq is the N-
completion ofLdpRn;Gq. For anyS P tN ,R,F u, we put
S cd pRn;Gq “ tA P S cd pRn;Gq : sptpAq is compactu.
Theorem 1.2. LetB0 Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set such thatHdpB0q “
0. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Then for anyS P tL ,N ,R,F ,N c,Rc,F cu
and T P Sd´1pB0;Gq with BT “ 0 and sptT Ď B0, we have that
inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inftHdpEq : E P Cˇ pB0, T,Gqu. (1.1)
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We denote by DdpRnq the topological vector space of smooth differential forms of degree
d with compact support in Rn. The elements of dualDdpRnq are called d-dimensional currents,
see [12, 4.1.7]. The mass of a current T P DdpRnq is defined by
MpT q “ suptxT, ωy : ω P DdpRnq, }ω}8 ď 1u.
An d-dimensional locally rectifiable current is a current T P DdpRnq which can be written as
T “ pHd Mq ^ η, i.e.
xT, ωy “
ż
xPM
xηpxq, ωydHdpxq, ω P DmpRnq,
where M is a d-rectifiable set, η : Rn Ñ ^dRn is locally summable such that for Hd M -
a.e. ηpxq is a simple d-vector associated with the approximate tangent space of M at x and
|ηpxq| is an integer. A rectifiable current is a locally rectifiable current with compact support.
A d-dimensional locally integral current is a d-dimensional locally rectifiable current T such
that BT is a pd ´ 1q-dimensional locally rectifiable current, an integral current is a locally
integral current with compact support, see [12, 4.1.28]. We denote by Rlocd pRnq and Ilocd pRnq
the collections of all d-dimensional locally rectifiable and locally integral currents respectively,
and byRdpRnq and IdpRnq the collections of all d-dimensional rectifiable and integral currents
respectively. For any T P Rlocm pRnq, we define the Hausdorff size of T by
SizepT q “ inftHdpEq : E is Borel such that T E “ T u.
Since Rlocd pRnq and RdpRn;Zq are isometric isomorphic, as a consequence Theorem 1.2, we
have that following corollary.
Corollary 1.3. Let B0 Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retraction set such that
HdpB0q “ 0. Then for anyS P tI,R, Iloc,Rlocu, σ P Sd´1pRnq with Bσ “ 0 and sptσ Ď B0,
inftSizepT q : T P SdpRnq, BT “ σu “ inftHdpEq : E P Cˇ pB0, σ,Zqu.
For anyS P tI,R,F ,Nu and sets B Ď X Ď Rn, we put
ZSd´1pX,Bq “ tT P Sd´1pRnq : sptT Ď X, spt BT Ď B or d “ 1u,
BSd´1pX,Bq “ tT ` BS : T P Sd´1pRnq, sptT Ď B, S P SdpRnq, sptS Ď Xu,
(1.2)
and define the homology group
HSd´1pX,Bq “ ZSd´1pX,Bq{BSd´1pX,Bq.
Replacing S P tI,R,F ,Nu with S P tL ,N ,R,F u in (1.2), for any complete normed
abelian group G, we similarly define the homology groups HSd´1pX,B;Gq. We see, from [13,
Theorem 5.11] and [22, Proposition 3.7], that HI˚, HF˚ and HN˚ satisfy the seven axiom of
Eilenberg and Steenrod. Then we have the following existence of size minimal integral cycles
from the regularity of minimal sets.
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Proposition 1.4. Let M Ď R3 be a 2-dimensional compact manifold of class C1,α without
boundary, 0 ă α ď 1. Then for any σ P HI1pMq, there exists rT0s P HI2pR3,Mq such that
rBT0s “ σ and
SizepT0q “ inftSizepT q : rT s P HI2pR3,Mq, rBT s “ σu.
It is still valid if we replace the integral currents homology HI with HN or HR in the above
proposition. In fact, R3 could be replaced by any 3-dimensional C1,α Riemannian manifold.
2 Approximation by polyhedrons
For any x P Rn, r ą 0, we denote byUpx, rq and Bpx, rq the open and closed ball centered at
x with radius r respectively. For any subsets A,B Ď Rn, we denote A ` B “ tx ` y : x P
A, y P Bu, thus A`Up0, εq is the ε neighborhood of A.
Let P be any convex polyhedron in Rn. Suppose H is the smallest affine space which
contains P . We denote by rpP q the infimum of the radius of balls in H which contains P , by
rpP q the supremum of the radius of balls inH which is contained in P , and define the rotundity
of P by RpP q “ rpP q{rpP q. Let K be any polyhedral complex in Rn. We denote by |K| the
realization ofK, and put
rpKq “ maxtrpP q : P P Ku and RpKq “ mintRpP q : P P Ku.
For any x P intpP q, we denote by ΠP,x the mapping P ztxu Ñ BP defined by
ΠP,xpyq “ tx` tpy ´ xq : t ě 0u X BP.
Lemma 2.1. Let E Ď r0, 1s ˆ Rn´1 be a Hd-measurable bounded purely d-unrectifiable set.
Then for Hn-a.e. x P p1,8q ˆ Rn´1, ΨxpEq is purely d-unrectifiable, where the mapping
Ψx : r0, 1s ˆRn´1 Ñ t0uˆRn´1 is defined by Ψxpzq “ tx`λpz´ xq : λ P RuX t0uˆRn´1.
Proof. We take any closed ball B Ď p1,8q ˆ Rn´1, and will show that for Hn-a.e. x P B,
ΨxpEq is purely d-unrectifiable. We put H “ t0u ˆ Rn´1. For any d-plane V Ď H , we denote
by V KH the vectors in H which are perpendicular to V . For any vector u P Rnzt0u, we denote
by P puq the vector space generated by u and V KH , and denote by W the pd ` 1q-dimensional
vector space V ` tte : t P Ru, where e “ p1, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0q P Rn. We put
MpBq “
ż
xPB
ż
V PGpH,dq
HdpV6 ˝ΨxpEqqdγH,dpV qdHnpxq.
We assume B “ Bpx0, R0q. Let χ be a set function given by cpHq “ 0 and χpXq “ 1 if
X ‰ H. Then we get that
MpBq “
ż
V PGpH,dq
ż
xPB
HdpV6 ˝ΨxpEqqdHnpxqdγH,dpV q
“
ż
V PGpH,dq
ż
xPB
ż
vPV
χ
`
ΨxpEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
dHdpvqdHnpxqdγH,dpV q
“
ż
V PGpH,dq
ż
vPV
ż
xPB
χ
`
ΨxpEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
dHnpxqdHdpvqdγH,dpV q.
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Let fv : B Ñ W X BBp0, 1q be the mapping given by fvpxq “ W6px ´ vq{}W6px ´ vq}. We
see that for any u P W X BBp0, 1q, f´1v puq “ B X pv ` P puqq; and if E X pv ` P puqq “ H,
then ΨxpEq X pv ` V KH q “ H for any x P f´1v puq, thusż
yPf´1v puq
χ
`
ΨypEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
dHn´dpyq ď χ`E X pv ` P puqq˘ ¨ ωn´dRn´d0 .
Since E Ď r0, 1sˆRn´1 is bounded andBpx0, R0q Ď p1,`8qˆRn´1, there is a ballBp0, R1q
such that ď
xPB
ΨxpEq Ď H XBp0, R1q.
Since ap Jdfvpxq ě 1{}x´v} ě 1{p}x0´v}`R0q ě 1{C1 for any x P B and v P V XBp0, R1q,
and by Theorem 3.2.22 in [12], we see thatż
xPB
χ
`
ΨxpEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
ap JdfvpxqdHnpxq
“
ż
WXBUp0,1q
ż
yPf´1v puq
χ
`
ΨypEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
dHn´dpyqdHdpuq
ď ωn´dRn´d0
ż
uPWXBBp0,1q
χ
`
E X pv ` P puqq˘dHdpuq,
thusż
xPB
χ
`
ΨxpEq X pv ` V KH q
˘
dHnpxq ď C2
ż
uPWXBBp0,1q
χ
`
E X pv ` P puqq˘dHdpuq,
where C2 “ ωn´dRn´d0 C1. Hence
MpBq ď C2
ż
V PGpH,dq
ż
vPVXBp0,R1q
ż
uPWXBBp0,1q
χ
`
E X pv ` P puqq˘dHdpuqdHdpvqdγH,dpV q
“ C2
ż
V PGpH,dq
ż
uPWXBBp0,1q
Hd
`
P puqK6 pEq
˘{}V6puq}dHdpuqdγH,dpV q.
Since E is purely unrectifiable, we see thatHdpT6pEqq “ 0 for γn,d-a.e. T P Gpn, dq, thusż
V PGpH,dq
ż
uPWXBBp0,1q
Hd
`
P puqK6 pEq
˘}dHdpuqdγH,dpV q “ 0.
Hence MpBq “ 0, and ΨxpEq is purely unrectifiable forHd-a.e. x P B.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose 0 ď d ă k ď n. Let ∆ Ď Rk be a closed convex polyhedron of dimension
k. If E Ď ∆ is purely d-unrectifiable and Hd-measurable, and HkpEq “ 0, then for Hk-a.e.
x P intp∆q, Π∆,xpEq is purely d-unrectifiable.
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Proof. Let A be the smallest affine space which contains ∆. We put O “ intp∆qzE. For
any x P O, there is a ball Upx, rq such that A X Upx, rq Ď O. Since O is open in A, there
is positive number δ ą 0 such that µx,δp∆q Ď O. We assume A X Upx, r1q Ď ∆, r1 ą 0,
then A X Upx, δr1q Ď µx,δp∆q. By Lemma 2.1, for Hk-a.e. x P Upx, δr1q, Π∆,xpEq is
purely d-unrectifiable. Therefore, Π∆,xpEq is purely d-unrectifiable for Hk-a.e. x P O. Since
HkpEq “ 0, we get that Π∆,xpEq is purely d-unrectifiableHk-a.e. x P intp∆q.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose 0 ď d ă k ď n. There exists a constant C “ Cpk, dq ą 0 such that for
any closed convex polyhedron ∆ of dimension k, Hd-measurable set E Ď ∆, and 0 ă β ă 1,
we can find a ballB∆ “ Bpx0, r0q and a set Y∆ Ď Bpx0, r0q satisfying that r0 ě rp∆qRp∆q{4,
Bpx0, 2r0q Ď ∆,HkpY∆q ě p1´ βqωkrk0 , and for any x P Y∆,
HdpΠ∆,xpEqq ď Cβ´1 ¨Rp∆q´2dHdpEq. (2.1)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that k “ n, diamp∆q ď 1 and 0 ă HdpEq ă
`8. Take Bpx1, 2r0q Ď ∆ Ď Bpx2, R0q such that 2r0{R0 ě Rp∆q{2. For any x P Bpx1, r0q,
we define the mapping px : ∆ztxu Ñ Rn X BBp0, 1q by
pxpzq “ z ´ x|z ´ x| .
Then px|B∆ : B∆ Ñ BBp0, 1q is biLipschitz, and Π∆,x “ ppx|B∆q´1 ˝ px. Since Lipppx|B∆q ď
8R20{r0 and
HdppxpEqq ď
ż
zPE
1
}z ´ x}ddH
dpzq,
we get that
HdpΠ∆,xpEqq ď p8R20{r0qd
ż
zPE
1
}z ´ x}ddH
dpzq,
andż
xPBpx0,r0q
HdpΠ∆,xpEqqdHkpxq ď p8R20{r0qd
ż
zPE
ż
xPBpx0,r0q
1
}z ´ x}ddH
kpxqdHdpzq.
Since there exist a constant C1 which only depends on k and d such thatż
xPBpx0,r0q
1
}z ´ x}ddH
kpxq ď C1rk´d0 ,
we get thatż
xPBpx0,r0q
HdpΠ∆,xpEqqdHkpxq ď C1p8R20{r0qdrk´d0 HdpEq ď 27dC1Rp∆q´2dHdpEqrk0 .
Appling the Chebyshev’s inequality, we get that
Hkptx P Bpx0, r0q : HdpΠ∆,xpEqq ď Cβ´1 ¨Rp∆q´2dHdpEquq ě p1´ βqωkrk0 ,
where C “ 27dω´1d C1.
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Lemma 2.4. Let F : Rn ˆ Gpn, dq Ñ R be an integrand of class Baire 1, X Ď Rn be any
Hd-measurable d-rectifiable set withHdpXq ă 8 and ΦF pXq ă 8. Then forHd-a.e. x P X ,
lim
rÑ0`
ΦF pX XBpx, rqq
ωdrd ¨ F px,TanpX, xqq “ 1. (2.2)
Proof. Since X is d-rectifiable and HdpXq ă 8, we get that the function X Ñ X ˆGpn, dq
given by x ÞÑ px,TanpX, xqq is Hd-measurable. Since F is of class Baire 1, we get that the
function X Ñ R given by x ÞÑ F px,TanpX, xqq isHd-measurable. By Corollary 2.14 in [19],
we get that (2.2) hold forHd-a.e. x P X .
The following theorem essentially adopt a theorem of V. Feuvrier, see Théorèm 4.3.17 in
[14] or Theorem 3 in [15], however the original version was proved only for Hausdorff measure,
and here we generalize the statement from Hausdorff measure to certain integrands.
Theorem 2.5. Let F` : Rn ˆ Gpn, dq Ñ R, 1 ď ` ď `0, be a family of integrands of class
Baire 1 and bounded above. Let λ`, 1 ď ` ď `0, be any positive set function bounded above.
Let U Ď Rn be an open set. Then there exist constants c1 ą 0 only depend on n, and constant
c2 ą 0 only depends on n and d, such that for any ε1 ą 0, ε2 ą 0, compact set K Ď U , and
Hd-measurable set X satisfying thatHdpX X Uq ă 8 and Hd`1pX X Uq “ 0, we can find a
polyhedral complexK and a Lipschitz mapping ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn satisfying that
(1) RpKq ě c1, rpKq ď ε1, |K| Ě K;
(2) ϕ|RnzU “ idRnzU , ϕpUq Ď U , ϕ|U is homotopic to idU , and }ϕ´ id }8 ď ε1;
(3) ϕpXq X |K| Ď |Kd| and |Kd|zϕpXq “ H for some sub-complexKd with dimpKdq ď d;
(4) ΦF`,λ` pϕpX X Uqq ď ΦF`,λ`pXrecq ` ε2, where Xrec is the d-rectifiable part of X X U ;
(5) HdpϕpX X P qq ď c2HdpX X P q for any P P K.
Proof. Since F` and λ` are bounded above, we assume that F` ď b ă 8, and λ` ď b ă `8,
for any 1 ď ` ď `0. We fix a small number ε ą 0, and chose it later. We take compact set K0
and positive number 0 ă δ0 ă mintε1, 1u such that K Ď K0 Ď K0 `Up0, δ0q Ď U such that
HdpX X UzK0q ď ε2
10bc2
.
Let tCiuiPI be the family of finite standard dyadic cubes with sidelength 2´k ď p100?nq´1δ0
such that
8Ci XK0 ‰ H, @i P I.
We write X XU “ XrecYXirr, where Xrec is d-rectifiable andHd-measurable, Xirr is purely
d-unrectifiable and Hd-measurable. By Lemma 2.4 and the existence of approximate tangent
planes almost everywhere for rectifiable set, we get that for Hd-a.e. x P Xrec, there exist
d-plane Px and rεpxq ą 0 such thatUpx, 2rεpxqq Ď U and for any 0 ă r ă rεpxq,ˇˇˇˇ
ΦF`,λ`pXrec XBpx, rqq
ωdrdF`px, Pxq ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ε,
ˇˇˇˇ
HdpXrec XBpx, rqq
ωdrd
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď ε,
HdpXrec XBpx, rqzCpx, Px, r, εqq
ωdrd
ď ε, H
dpXirr XBpx, rqq
ωdrd
ď ε,
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where Cpx, Px, r, εq “ tz P Bpx, rq : |z´x| ď ε distpz´x, Pxqu, we denote by Xε all of such
points x P Xrec. Then we see that 
Bpx, rq : x P Xε, 0 ă r ă min
 
rεpxq, 2´k
((
is a Vitali covering of Xε. By Vitali covering theorem,we can find a countable family disjoint
balls tBpxj, rjqujPJ such that
Hd
˜
Xεz
ď
jPJ
Bpxj, rjq
¸
“ 0.
Thus we can find finite many disjoint balls tBj “ Bpxj, rjqu1ďjďN such that
Hd
˜
Xεz
Nď
j“1
Bj
¸
ď ε.
We put Pj “ Pxj , Aj “ Bj X pPj ` Bp0, εqq, A1j “ Bpxj, p1 ´ 2εqrjq X pPj ` Bp0, εqq and
Uj “ Upxj, rjq. Let η : RÑ R be the function defined by
ηptq “
$’&’%
1, t ď 1´ 2ε,
1
2ε
p1´ tq, 1´ 2ε ă t ă 1,
0, t ě 1.
Let ψ1j : Rn Ñ Rn be the mapping defined by
ψ1jpzq “ ηp|z ´ xj|{rjqpPjq6pzq ` p1´ ηp|z ´ xj|{rjqqz, @z P Rn.
It is quite easy to see that
Lippψ1j|AjYpRnzUjqq ď 4.
Since ψ1j|RnzBj “ idRnzBj , we can find Lipschitz mapping ψj : Rn Ñ Rn such that
ψj|AjYpRnzUjq “ ψ1j|AjYpRnzUjq, ψjpBjq Ď Bj and Lippψjq ď Lippψ1j|AjYpRnzUjqq ` 1 ď 5.
(2.3)
Indeed, we can take
ψjpxq “
#
pj ˝ ψ1jpxq, x P Bj,
x, x P RnzBj,
where pj : Rn Ñ Bj is the nearest point projection. We put ψ “ ψN ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ψ1. Since Bj ,
1 ď j ď N , are disjoint, we have that Lippψq ď 5, }ψ´ id }8 ď maxtrj : 1 ď j ď Nu ď 2´k,
ψpBjq Ď Bj and ψpxq “ x for x P Rnz Y1ďjďN Bj . Thus
HdpXirr 4 ψpXirrqq ď
`
1` Lippψqd˘ Nÿ
j“1
HdpXirr XBjq ď p1` 5dqε
Nÿ
j“1
ωdr
d
j
ď p1` 5dq ε
1´ ε
Nÿ
j“1
HdpXrec XBjq ď 2p1` 5dqHdpXrecqε.
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Since ψ|A1j “ ψj|A1j “ pPjq6, we get that
HdpXrecXBjzA1jq ď p1` εqωdrdj ´ p1´ εqωdpp1´ 2εqrjqd` εωdrdj ď 2pd` 1qεωdrdj . (2.4)
and
ΦF`,λ`pψpXrec XBjqq ď ΦF`,λ`pψpXrec X Aj1qq ` LippψqdbHdpXrec XBjzA1jq
ď ωdp1´ 2εqdrdjF pxj, Pjq ` 2 ¨ 5dpd` 1qbεωdrdj
ď ΦF`,λ`pXrec XBjq ` 2 ¨ 5dpd` 1qbεωdrdj ,
by setting B “ Y1ďjďNBj , η1 “ 2 ¨ 5dpd ` 1qb, we have that ψpBq Ď B, ψpxq “ x for
x P RnzB, and
ΦF`,λ`pψpXrec XBqq ď ΦF`,λ`pXrec XBq ` η1ε
Nÿ
j“1
ωdr
d
j ď ΦF`,λ`pXrecq ` 2η1HdpXrecqε.
Let tSj,iuiPIj be a family of finte many dyadic cubes which are parallel to Pj and of side-
length 2´ki ď p100?nq´1εrj and have nonempty intersection with A1j We put O “ YiPICi
and k0 “ maxtkj : 1 ď j ď Nu. Let tS0,iuiPI0 be the collection of standard dyadic
cubes C of sidelength 2´k0 such that the k-th ancestor pC of C is contained in tCiuiPI andpC X Bj “ H for any 1 ď j ď N . Let Kj , 0 ď j ď N be the polyhedron complex asso-
ciate with tSj,iuiPIj . Applying Théorème 1 in [16], there is a polyhedron complex K1 and a
constant c1 “ c1pnq ą 0 such that Kj , 1 ď j ď N , are subcomplexes of K1, |K1| “ O,
RpK1q ě c1, and rpK1q ď ?nmaxt2´kj : 0 ď j ď Nu. For any ∆ P K1, we denote
∆˚ “ ∆z Y tβ P K1, dimpβq ă dimp∆qu. We denote by Kp`q the collection of all simplexes
∆ P K1 such that dimp∆q “ ` and intp∆q X BO “ H. We setK “ t∆ P K1 : ∆X BO “ Hu.
Then (1) hold for complexK.
We put E “ ψpXq. Then E is also Hd-measurable. Since ψ is Lipschitz and tx P Rn :
ψpxq ‰ xu is bounded, we get that ψpXq “ ψpXq andHd`1pE X Uq “ 0. We write E X U “
Erec Y Eirr, where Eirr Ď ψpXirrq is purely d-unrectifiable and Hd-measurable, Erec is d-
rectifiable andHd-measurable. Then
HdpEirr XOq ď HdpXirr XOq ` η1HdpXirrqε,
and
ΦF`,λ`pErec XOq ď ΦF`,λ`pXrec XOq ` 2η1HdpXrecqε.
Applying Lemma 2.3 with β “ 3{4, there is a constant α1 “ α1pn, dq ą 0 such that for any
∆ P Kpnq, x P Y∆zE and anyHd-measuable set E 1 Ď E,
HdpΠ∆,x∆pE 1 X∆qq ď α1c´2d1 HdpE 1 X∆q. (2.5)
By Lemma 2.2, we get that Π∆,xpEirr X ∆q is purely d-unrectifiable for Hn-a.e. x P Y∆. So
we pick one point x∆ P Y∆ such that Π∆,x∆pEirrX∆q is purely d-unrectifiable and (2.5) holds.
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Since ∆˚zE is open, we can find small open ball U∆ “ Upx∆, rx∆q such that U∆ X ∆ Ď
∆˚zE. By Lipschitz extension theorem, we can find a Lipschitz mapping ϕ1 : Rn Ñ Rn such
that
ϕ1pzq “
#
z, z P RnzO,
Π∆,x∆pzq, z P ∆zU∆, ∆ P Kpnq.
Then ϕ1pEirrq is purely d-unrectifiable. Since Π∆,x∆ “ id on ∆z∆˚, from (2.4) and (2.5), we
get that
ΦF`,λ`pϕ1pErec XOqq ď ΦF pErec XOq ` η1α1c´2d1 HdpErecqε.
Similar to the argument above, there is a constant α2 “ α2pn, dq such that, for any ∆ P
Kpn´1q, we can findU∆ “ Upx∆, rx∆q such that ∆XU∆ Ď ∆˚zE, Π∆,x∆pψ1pEirrqq is purely
d-unrectifiable and
HdpΠ∆,x∆pψ1pE 1q X∆qq ď α2c´2d1 Hdpψ1pE 1q X∆q,
for anyHd-measurable set E 1 Ď E. There is also a Lipschitz mapping ϕ2 : Rn Ñ Rn such that
ϕ2pzq “
#
z, z P RnzO,
Π∆,x∆pzq, z P ∆zU∆, ∆ P Kpn´1q.
By a similar procedure as above, we can find constants α3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αn´d and Lipschitz mappings
ϕ3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕn´d. Finally, by setting ψ1 “ ϕn´d ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ1, then the following hold:
• ψ1pE X∆q Ď YKpdq for any ∆ P S,
• Hdpψ1pE 1 X∆qq ď αHdpE 1 X∆q for any E 1 Ď E and ∆ P S,
• ψ1pEirr X∆q is purely d-unrectifiable for any ∆ P Kpn´dq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpnq,
• ΦF`,λ`pψ1pErecqq ď ΦF`,λ`pErecq ` η2HdpErecqε,
where S “ t∆ P K : dimp∆q ě d` 1u, α “ α1 ¨ ¨ ¨αn´dc´2dpn´dq1 , and η2 “ η1α.
For any ∆ P Kpdq, if ∆˚ X ψ1pEq ‰ H and ∆˚zψ1pEq ‰ H, then we pick a point x∆ P
∆˚zψ1pEq and a ball U∆ “ Upx∆, rx∆q such that U∆ X ψ1pEq “ H, and denote by Spdq the
colloection of all such facest ∆ P Kpdq. We let ϕn´d`1 be a Lipschitz mapping such that
ϕn´d`1pzq “
#
z, z P RnzO,
Π∆,x∆pzq, z P ∆zU∆, ∆ P Spdq,
and put ϕ “ ϕn´d`1 ˝ ψ1 ˝ ψ, c2 “ 5dα.
By the construction of ϕi, 1 ď i ď n´ d` 1, we may assume that }ϕi´ id }8 ď rpK1q and
}ϕn´d`1 ˝ψ1´ id }8 ď rpK1q, we get that }ϕ´ id }8 ď maxtrj : 1 ď j ď Nu ď ε1, ϕpxq “ x
for x P RnzO, ϕpOq Ď O. Thus (2) hold for Lipschitz mapping ϕ. Since ψ1pEX∆q Ď YKpdq
for any ∆ P S, by the construction ϕn´d`1, we get that (3) hold. We put D “ YK. Then
K0 Ď D Ď O Ď K0 `Up0, δ0q and ψ1pDXEirrq Ď ψ1pDXEq Ď YKpdq, thus ψ1pDXEirrq
is d-rectifiable. But ψ1pEirr X∆q is purely d-unrectifiable for any ∆ P Kpn´dq Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKpnq,
we get thatHdpψ1pD X Eirrqq “ 0, and
Hdpψ1pEirr XOqq “ Hdpψ1pEirr XOzDqq ď αHdpE XOzDq ď αε2
10bc2
.
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Since
ΦF`,λ`pψ1pErec XOqq ď ΦF`,λ`pErec XOq ` η2HdpErecqε
ď ΦF`,λ`pXrec XOq ` pη1 ` 5dη2qHdpXrecqε,
we get that
ΦF`,λ`pϕpX X Uqq ď ΦF`,λ`pψ1 ˝ ψpX X Uqq “ ΦF`,λ`pψ1pE X Uqq
ď ΦF`,λ`pX X UzOq ` ΦF`,λ`pψ1pE XOqq
ď ΦF`,λ`pX X Uq ` pη1 ` 5dη2qHdpXrecqε` bHdpψ1pEirr XOqq
ď ΦF`,λ`pXrecq ` ΦF`,λ`pXirrzOq ` ε2{2 ď ΦF`,λ`pXrecq ` ε2.
Thus (4) holds. (5) follows from (2.3) andHdpψ1pE 1 X∆qq ď αHdpE 1 X∆q.
Remark 2.6. If `0 “ 1, F1 ” 1 and λ1 ” 1, then Φ1,1pEq “ HdpEq for any d-dimensional set
E Ď Rn, and the inequality (4) can be write as
HdpϕpX X Uqq ď HdpXrecq ` ε2.
3 Flat G-chains
A subsetX Ď Rn is called neighborhood retract if there is an open set U Ě X and a continuous
mapping ρ : U Ñ X such that ρ|X “ idX . If ρ is Lipschitz, then we say that X is Lipschitz
neighborhood retract. If U “ Rn and ρ is Lipschitz, then X is called Lipschitz retract.
Let G be a complete abelian group. That is, an abelian group G equipped with a norm
| ¨ | : GÑ r0,8q satisfying that
• | ´ g| “ |g| for any g P G;
• |g ` h| ď |g| ` |h| for any g, h P G;
• |g| ě 0 with equality if and only if g “ 0,
and which is a complete metric space with respect to the induced metric.
For any A P FmpRn;Gq, there is a sequence of polyhedron chains Pk P PmpRn;Gq such
that WpPk´Aq Ñ 0, but WpBPk´BP`q ď WpPk´P`q, we see that tBPku is a Cauchy sequence
with respect to W, and the limit is defined to be the boundary BA. It is easy to check that the
definition of the boundary does not depend on the choice of tPku.
For any polyhedron chain Q “ ř giσi P PkpRn;Gq and any polyhedron ∆ Ď Rn, we
define Q ∆ “ ř gipσi X ∆q. By the Carathéodory construction, there is a Radon measure
µQ such that µQp∆q “ MpQ ∆q. Let A P FkpRn;Gq be any flat of finite mass. Then there is
a sequence of polyhedron chains Qm P PkpRn;Gq such that Qm WÝÑA and MpQmq Ñ MpAq.
With A is associated a Radon measure µA, which is defined by weak limit of µQm . Indeed,
µA is well defined since that does not depend on the choice of polyhedron sequence tQmu,
see Section 4 in [17]. There is also a set function A E with value in FkpRn;Gq, which
extend Q ∆ to any flat chain A of finite mass and with any Borel set E, such that µApEq “
MpA Eq. We define the Hausdorff size of A to be value
inftHdpEq : A E “ A,E is Borelu.
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By Proposition 8.2 in [28], we see that flat size coincide with Hausdorff size in case of finite
mass. For any set X Ď Rn andS P tL ,N ,R,F u, we put
SmpX;Gq “ tA P SmpRn;Gq : sptA Ď Xu.
3.1 Size optimal deformation theorem
Theorem 3.1. Let G be any complete normed abelian group. Let U Ď Rn be an open set,
K Ď U be a compact set. Let Z Ď Rn be a set such that 0 ă HdpZ X Uq ă `8 and
Hd`1pZ X Uq “ 0. Then there exist constants c1 P p0, 1q and c0 ě 1 only depend on n and
d, such that for any 0 ă ε ă 1{10 and flat chain S P FdpRn;Gq with 0 ă MpSq ă `8 and
S Z “ S, we can find a polyhedron complex K and a Lipschitz mapping h : I ˆ Rn Ñ Rn
satisfying that
(1) rpKq ď ε, RpKq ě c1, |K| Ě K,
(2) hp0, ¨q “ id, }hpt, ¨q ´ id }8 ď ε, hpt, xq “ x for x P RnzU and t P I ,
(3) ϕ7S ´ S “ Bh7pI ˆ Sq ` h7pI ˆ BSq,
(4) pϕ7Sq |K| PPdpRn;Gq,
(5) Mpϕ7Sq ď c0MpSq, Mph7pI ˆ Sqq ď εc0MpSq,
(6) Mph7pI ˆ BSqq ď εc0MpBSq in case MpBSq ă `8,
(7) Sizepϕ7Sq ď SizepSq ` ε,
(8) Sizeppϕ7Sq ∆q ď c0SizepS p∆`Up0, εqqq for any ∆ P K,
(9) Sizeppϕ7Sq pUz|K|qq ď c0SizepS pUzKqq in case S P RdpRn;Gq,
where ϕ “ hpn´ d` 2, ¨q, I “ r0, n´ d` 2s.
Proof. Let µ “ µS be the Radon measure given by µpOq “ MpS Oq for any open setO Ď Rn.
Let X Ď Z be a Boral set such that S X “ S and HdpXq “ SizepSq. Write X X U “
Xrec Y Xirr, where Xrec is d-rectifiable and Xirr is purely d-unrectifiable. We will apply
Theorem 2.5 with `0 “ 1, F1 ” 1, λ1 ” 1 and ε1 “ ε2 “ ε{c0; and finally we will construct the
Lipschitz mapping h. Let the complexesK1 andK, the constant c1, and the Lipschitz mapping
ϕ be the same as in Theorem 2.5, but we should carefully select the points x∆ P Y∆ to make
that hold with (5) and (6). Indeed that will be done in (3.2).
Let ψ, ϕi, 1 ď i ď n ´ d ` 1, O “ |K|, Kp`q “ t∆ P K1 : dimp∆q “ `, ∆˚ X BO “ Hu,
0 ď ` ď n, be the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. Define h0 : r0, 1s ˆ Rn Ñ Rn by
hpt, ¨q “ p1´ tq id`tψ. By (6.3), (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) in [17], we get that
ψ7S ´ S “ Bh7pr0, 1s ˆ Sq ` h7pr0, 1s ˆ BSq,
Mpψ7Sq ď LippψqdMpSq ď 5dMpSq,
Sizepψ7Sq ď Hdpψ7pXqq ď HdpXq ` ε “ SizepSq ` ε
and
Mph7pr0, 1s ˆ Sqq ď 5d`1MpSq,Mph7pr0, 1s ˆ BSqq ď 5dMpBSq.
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For any compact convex polyhedron ∆ Ď R` with dimp∆q “ ` ě d` 1, let B∆ and Y∆ be
the same as in Lemma 2.3. Assume that B∆ “ Bpx1, r0q Ď Bpx1, 2r0q Ď ∆ Ď Bpx2, R0q and
2r0{R0 ě Rp∆q{2. We get that for any x P ∆˚ and d ď k ď `,
}DΠ∆,xpzq} ď 2R0}z ´ x}
ˆ
1` 2R0
r0
˙
ď 8R
2
0
r0
1
}z ´ x} ,ż
zP∆
}DΠ∆,xpzq}kdµpzq ď p8R20{r0qk
ż
zP∆
1
}z ´ x}k dµpzq,
andż
xPB∆
ż
zP∆
}DΠ∆,xpzq}kdµpzqdH`pxq ď p8R20{r0qk
ż
xPB∆
ż
zP∆
1
}z ´ x}k dµpzqdH
`pxq
ď p8R20{r0qkCpk, `qr`´k0 µp∆q ď CRp∆q´2kr`µp∆q,
where C “ 2n maxtCpk, `q : d ď k ă ` ď nu. Similar to Lemma 2.3, by Chebyshev’s
inequality, we get that
H`
"
x P B∆ :
ż
zP∆
}DΠ∆,xpzq}kdµpzq ď Cβ´1Rp∆q´2kµp∆q
*
ě p1´ βqω`r`0.
Denote by Y 1∆ the points x P B∆ such thatż
zP∆
}DΠ∆,xpzq}kdµpzq ď 4CRp∆q´2kµp∆q (3.1)
Then we have that
HdpY∆ X Y 1∆q ě ω`r`0{2 ą 0.
Together with Lemma 2.2, for any ∆ P Yd`1ď`ďnK`, we can choose point
x∆ P Y∆ X Y 1∆ (3.2)
such that Π∆,x∆pXirr X∆q is purely d-unrectifiable. Thus iequalities (3.1) and (2.1) hold with
x “ x∆ and β “ 1{4. Similar as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, write E X U “ Erec Y Eirr,
where E “ ψpXq. Put S0 “ ψ7S and Si “ pϕiq7Si´1, 1 ď i ď n ´ d ` 1. Since S X “ S,
we have that S0 E “ S0. Then, by (3.1), we get that
MpSiq ď 4Cc´2pn´iq1 MpSi´1q, 1 ď i ď n´ d,
and MpSn´d`1q ď MpSn´dq. Thus Mpϕ7Sq ď c3MpSq for some constant c3 ą 0.
Put ϕ0 “ ψ, and define the mapping h : r0, n´ d` 2s ˆ Rn Ñ Rn as follows:
hp0, ¨q “ id, hpi, ¨q “ ϕi´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ0, 1 ď i ď n´ d` 2;
hpt, ¨q “ pi` 1´ tqhpi, ¨q ` pt´ iqhpi` 1, tq, i ă t ă i` 1, 0 ď i ď n´ d` 1.
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By (6.3) in [17], we get that (3) hold. Indeed, (1), (2), (4), (7), (8) directly follow from Theorem
2.5, we are going to prove (5) and (6).
For any 1 ď i ď n ´ d ` 2, define hi : r0, 1s ˆ Rn Ñ Rn by hipt, ¨q “ p1 ´ tqϕi´1 ` tϕi.
Then
hpt, xq “ hipt´ i, ϕi´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ0pxqq, pt, xq P ri´ 1, is ˆ Rn,
thus
h7pIi ˆ Sq “ phiq7 ˝ pτ i, ϕi´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ0q7pr0, 1s ˆ Sq,
h7pIi ˆ BSq “ phiq7 ˝ pτ i, ϕi´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ0q7pr0, 1s ˆ BSq,
where Ii “ ri´ 1, is, τ iptq “ t´ i. Hence, by (6.5) in [17] and (3.1), we have that
Mph7pIi ˆ Sqq ď εC 1Mppϕi´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ ϕ0q7Sq ď εc3MpSq,
and
Mph7pI ˆ Sqq ď εc0MpSq,
for same constant c0 ą 0. If MpBSq ă `8, similarly we have that
Mph7pI ˆ BSqq ď εc0MpBSq.
Thus (5) and (6) hold.
3.2 Equal infimum
Lemma 3.2. If G is a discrete normed abelian group, by setting a “ inft|g| : g P Gzt0uu, we
have that
MpT q ě aSizepT q for any T P FdpRn;Gq.
Proof. For any polyhedral d-chain P PPdpRn;Gq, we can write P “ ři giσi such that σi are
interior disjoint, then
MpP q “
ÿ
i
|gi|Hdpσiq ě a
ÿ
i
Hdpσiq “ aSizepP q,
hence
MpT q “ inf
"
lim inf
jÑ8 MpPjq : Pj
WÝÑS
*
ě inf
"
lim inf
jÑ8 a ¨ SizepPjq : Pj
WÝÑS
*
“ aSizepT q.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. Let S P FkpRn;Gq be any flat with
compact support. Then for any ε2 ą ε1 ą 0 and a sequence of polyhedron chains Pm with
Pm
WÝÑS, we can find compact set V , which is a polyhedron, such that
sptS `Up0, ε1q Ď V Ď sptS `Up0, ε2q and Pm V WÝÑS.
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Proof. By the definition of support, we can find polyhedron chain Qm such that
Qm Ñ S and sptQm Ď sptS `Up0, ε1q.
Pass to a subsequence, we may assume thatÿ
WpPm ´Qmq ă 8.
By Lemma 2.1 in [17], there exists a compact set V , which is a polyhedron and such that
sptS `Up0, ε1q Ď V Ď sptS `Up0, ε2q and
ÿ
W
`pPm ´Qmq pRnzV q˘ ă 8.
Thus
Pm pRnzV q ´Qm pRnzV q WÝÑ0.
However sptQm Ď intpV q, we have that
Qm pRnzV q “ 0 and Pm pRnzV q WÝÑ0.
Thus
Pm V
WÝÑS.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. For any ε ą 0 and flat chain
R P FkpRn;Gq with compact support, we can find polyhedron chains Pm P PkpRn;Gq such
that
Pm
WÝÑR, sptpPmq Ď sptpRq `Up0, εq and sptpBPmq Ď sptpBRq `Up0, εq.
Proof. We take polyhedron chains Pm such that
Pm
WÝÑR and sptPm Ď sptR `Up0, ε{10q.
Then BPm WÝÑBR. By Lemma 3.3, we can find compact polyhedron V such that
spt BR `Up0, ε{10q Ď V Ď spt BR `Up0, ε{5q and pBPmq V WÝÑBR.
Thus BppBPmq V q WÝÑ0. By Lemma 7.7 in [17], we can find polyhedron chains Qm such that
BQm “ BppBPmq V q, MpQmq Ñ 0, and sptQm Ď spt BR `Up0, 3ε{10q.
Thus pBPmq V ´Qm WÝÑBR, BppBPmq V ´Qmq “ 0, and
sptppBPmq V ´Qmq Ď spt BR `Up0, 3ε{10q.
We get that
BPm ´ pBPmq V `Qm WÝÑ0 and BpBPm ´ pBPmq V `Qmq “ 0.
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Again by Lemma 7.7 in [17], we can find polyhedron chains Tm such that
BTm “ BPm ´ pBPmq V `Qm, MpTmq Ñ 0 and sptTm Ď sptR `Up0, 2ε{5q.
Then
Pm ´ Tm WÝÑR and sptpPm ´ Tmq Ď sptR `Up0, 2ε{5q,
BpPm ´ Tmq “ pBPmq V ´Qm WÝÑBR,
spt BpPm ´ Tmq “ sptppBPmq V ´Qmq Ď BR `Up0, 3ε{10q.
Hence tPm ´ Tmu is a our desired sequence.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. For any flat chain R P FkpRn;Gq
with compact support, we can find polyhedron chains Pm PPkpRn;Gq such that
Pm
WÝÑR, MpPmq Ñ MpRq, sptpPmq dHÝÑ sptpRq and sptpBPmq dHÝÑ sptpBRq. (3.3)
Proof. First, we will show that, for any polyhedron chains Qm PPkpRn;Gq, if Qm WÝÑR ‰ 0,
then for any x P sptR,
lim
mÑ8 distpx, sptQmq “ 0. (3.4)
Indeed, if we assume that lim supmÑ8 distpx, sptQmq “ 2δ ą 0, then pass to a subsequence,
we may assume that Bpx, δq X sptQm “ H for m large enough. We take I an open interval
such that x P I Ď Upx, δq. Then Qm I “ 0 for m large enough, thus Qm I WÝÑ0. We put
Q1m “ Qm pRnzIq, then Q1m P PkpRn;Gq and Q1m WÝÑR, thus R is supported by RnzI . By
the definition of sptpRq, we get that I X sptR “ H. That is a contradiction, and equality (3.4)
holds. We will show that for any ε ą 0 there exists Nε ą 0 such that
sptR Ď sptQm `Up0, εq, @m ě Nε. (3.5)
Define fm : sptR Ñ R by fmpxq “ distpx, sptQmq. Then Lippfmq ď 1. Since sptR is
compact, we get that fm Ñ 0, and (3.5) holds.
By Lemma 3.4, there is a sequence of polyhedron chains tR2mu ĎPkpRn;Gq such that
R2m
WÝÑR, sptpR2mq Ď sptR `Up0, εmq and sptpBR2mq Ď spt BR `Up0, εmq,
where εm Ñ 0. By Theorem 5.6 in [17], we can find polyhedron chains R1m PPkpRn;Gq such
that R1m
WÝÑR and MpR1mq Ñ MpRq. By Lemma 3.3, we can find compact polyhedron V such
that
sptR `Up0, εq Ď V Ď sptR `Up0, 2εq and R1m V WÝÑR.
So we get that BpR1m V q WÝÑBR. Thus
BpR2m ´ pR1m V qq WÝÑ0.
By Lemma 7.7 in [17], we can find polyhedron chains Q2m PPk´1pRn;Gq such that
BQ2m “ BpR2m ´R1m V q, MpQ2mq Ñ 0 and sptpQ2mq Ď sptR `Up0, 2εq.
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Put P 1m “ Q2m `R1m V . Then
P 1m
WÝÑR, sptP 1m Ď sptR `Up0, 2εq, spt BP 1m Ď spt BR `Up0, 2εq
and
lim
mÑ8MpP
1
mq ď lim
mÑ8MpQ
2
mq ` lim
mÑ8MpR
1
m V q ď lim
mÑ8MpR
1
mq “ MpRq.
By lower semi-continuity of mass, we have that MpP 1mq Ñ MpRq. Therefore, we can find Pm
such that (3.3) hold.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group. Let R P F ck pRn;Gq be any flat
chain with MpRq ă 8. Suppose f : Rn Ñ R is a Lipschitz mapping. If sptpBRq Ď tx P Rn :
fpxq ď 0u, then we have that forH1-a.e. s P p0,8q, MpBpR tf ă suq ´ BRq ă 8, and there
is a constant c “ cpkq ą 0 such that for any b ą a ě 0,ż b
a
MpBpR tf ă suq ´ BRqds ď cLippfqkMpR ta ă f ă buq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we can find polyhedron chains Pm PPkpRn;Gq such that
Pm
WÝÑR, MpPmq Ñ MpRq and sptpBPmq dHÝÑ sptpBRq.
Let µR be the Radon measure defined by µRpXq “ MpR Xq. For any s P R, we put Xs “
tf ă su, Ys “ tf “ su, and Λ “ ts P p0,8q : µRpYsq “ 0u. Then H1pp0,8qzΛq “ 0. For
any s P R, we put Bs “ BpR Xsq ´ BR, and Bsm “ BpPm Xsq ´ pBPmq Xs. Then for any
s P Λ, we have that Bsm WÝÑBs, sptpBsq Ď Ys, and WpBt ´Bsq Ñ 0 as tÑ s. We consider the
functions g, gm : r0,8q Ñ r0,8s given by
gpsq “ MpBsq and gmpsq “ MpBsmq.
Then g is lower semi-continuous and
gpsq ď lim inf
mÑ8 gmpsq, @s P Λ.
By Fatou’s Lemma, and the coarea inequality [12, Theorem 2.10.25], we get thatż b
a
gpsqds ď lim inf
mÑ8
ż b
a
gmpsqds ď lim inf
mÑ8 c1MpPm ta ă f ă buq “ c1MpR ta ă f ă buq,
where c1 “ 2 Lippfqk{p?pikq.
Lemma 3.7. Let X Ď Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be any
discrete normed abelian group. Then there exist an ε ą 0 and a constant c ą 0 such that
for any S P tL ,N ,R,F u and σ P SkpX;Gq with Bσ “ 0 and Wpσq ă ε, we can find
β P Sk`1pX;Gq such that
Bβ “ σ and Mpβq ď cWpσq. (3.6)
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume inft}g} : g P G, g ‰ 0u “ 1. Since X is
Lipschitz neighborhood retract, there exist an open set U Ě X and a Lipschitz mapping ρ :
U Ñ X such that ρ|X “ idX . We assume X `Up0, δq Ď U , take ε ď pδ{c0qk`1, and c0 ą 10n
is a constant will be chosen later. For any S P tL ,N ,Ru and any σ P SkpX;Gq with
Bσ “ 0 and Wpσq ă ε, applying the deformation theorem [17, Deformation theorem], there
exist a constant c1 “ c1pn, kq and an ε1-cubical grid χε1 with ε1 ď mintδ{p10nq,Wpσq{Mpσqu,
a polyhedral chain Q1 PPkpRn;Gq and C P Sk`1pRn;Gq such that
• σ “ Q1 ` BC;
• MpCq ď c1ε1Mpσq;
• sptpQ1q Y sptpCq Ď sptpσq `Up0, 2nε1q.
Since Q1 P PkpRn;Gq and BQ1 “ 0, by Lemma 5.4 in [17], we can find constant c1 ą 0 and
P PPk`1pRn;Gq such that BP “ Q1 and MpP q ď c1WpQ1q.
Let ∆ be an open set which is a union of finite number of open polyhedra and X Ď ∆ Ď
X `Up0, δ{10q. Let the function f : Rn Ñ R be defined by
fpxq “ inft}x´ y}8 : y P ∆u.
Then we see that f is Lipschitz and Lippfq “ 1 We take ε2 “ Wpσq1{pk`1q, and apply Theorem
5.7 in [17] to get thatż ε2
0
M
`BpP tf ă suq ´ pBP q tf ă su˘ds ď M`P t0 ă f ă ε2u˘,
thus there exist s P p0, ε2q such that
M
`BpP tf ă suq ´ pBP q tf ă su˘ ď 1
ε2
MpP q.
But MpP q ď c1WpQ1q ď c1pWpσq `WpBCqq ď c1p1` c1qWpσq, sptpBP q “ sptpQ1q Ď ∆, by
setting Rs “ BpP tf ă suq ´Q1, we have that Rs PPkpRn;Gq and
MpRsq ď c2Wpσqk{pk`1q.
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6)] to Rs, there is a constant c2 and a polyhedron
chain S PPk`1pRn;Gq such that
BS “ Rs, MpSq ď c2MpRsqpk`1q{k and sptpSq Ď sptpRsq `Up0, 2nε3q,
where ε3 “ pc2q1{pk`1qMpRsq1{k. Thus σ “ Q1 ` BC “ BpP tf ă suq ´ BS ` BC and
M
`
P tf ă su ´ S ` C˘ ď MpP q `MpSq `MpCq ď c3Wpσq.
We see that sptpP tf ă suq Ď ∆`Up0, ε2q Ď X `Up0, δ{5q and sptpCq Ď X `Up0, δ{5q.
If we take c0 ą 10n such that c0 ą 10npc2q1{pk`1qc1{k2 , then
2nε3 “ 2npc2q1{pk`1qMpRsq1{k ď 2npc2q1{pk`1qc1{k2 ¨ pδ{c0q ă δ{5,
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and sptpSq Ď ∆`Up0, 2nε3q Ď X `Up0, δq. We get that
σ “ ρ7σ “ B
´
ρ7
`pP tf ă suq ´ S ` C˘¯,
ρ7ppP tf ă suq ´ S ` Cq P Sk`1pX;Gq, and
M
´
ρ7
`pP tf ă suq ´ S ` C˘¯ ď Lippρqk`1c3Wpσq.
Hence, (3.6) holds for β “ ρ7ppP tf ă suq ´ S ` Cq and c “ Lippρqk`1c3.
IfS “ F , then by the definition of flat norm, there exist S P Fk`1pRn;Gq such that
Mpσ ´ BSq `MpSq ă 2Wpσq.
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6)] to pσ ´ BSq, there exits T P Fk`1pRn;Gq
such that BT “ σ ´ BS and
MpT q ď c2Mppσ ´ BSqqpk`1q{k ď c2p2Wpσqqpk`1q{k.
We take R “ S ` T . Then BR “ σ, MpRq ď c4Wpσq ă 8, and by Lemma 3.6, we have thatż ε2
0
M
`BpR tf ă suq ´ σ˘ds ď M`R t0 ă f ă ε2u˘,
thus there exists s P p0, ε2q such that
M
`BpR tf ă suq ´ σ˘ ď 1
ε2
MpRq ď c4Wpσqk{pk`1q.
Applying the isoperimetric inequality [17, (7.6)] to σ ´ BpR tf ă suq, there is a flat chain
A P Fk`1pRn;Gq such that BA “ σ ´ BpR tf ă suq, sptpAq Ď tf ă su `Up0, 2nε3q, and
MpAq ď c2M`σ ´ BpR tf ă suq˘pk`1q{k ď cpk`1q{k4 Wpσq.
Thus σ “ BpA`R tf ă suq, and σ “ ρ7σ “ Bρ7pA`R tf ă suq,
Mpρ7pA`R tf ă suq ď Lippρqk`1MpA`R tf ă suq ď Lippρqk`1pc4 ` cpk`1q{k4 qWpσq.
Hence, (3.6) holds for β “ ρ7pA`R tf ă suq and c “ Lippρqk`1pc4 ` cpk`1q{k4 q.
Lemma 3.8. If X Ă Rn is a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract, T P FkpX;Gq is flat
k-chain such that BT P Lk´1pX;Gq, then we can find a sequence of Lipschitz chains tTmumě1
such that BTm “ BT and WpT ´ Tmq Ñ 0.
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Proof. Since X is Lipschitz neighborhood retract, we can find an open set U Ě X and a
Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ X such that ρ|X “ idX . Applying Lemma 3.5 to T P FkpX;Gq,
we can find polyhedron chains Pm P PkpRn;Gq such that Pm WÝÑP and sptpPmq dHÝÑ sptpT q.
We put T 1m “ ρ7pPmq, then T 1m are Lipschitz chains in X and satisfying that
WpT ´ T 1mq “ Wpρ7pT ´ Pmqq ď Lippρqk`1WpT ´ Pmq Ñ 0.
Then
WpBT ´ BT 1mq ď WpT ´ T 1mq Ñ 0.
Applying Lemma 3.7, for m large enough, we can find Sm P LkpX;Gq such that BT ´BT 1m “
BSm and MpSmq Ñ 0. We now take Tm “ T 1m ` Sm, then we have that BTm “ BT , Tm P
LkpX;Gq and
WpT ´ Tmq “ WpT ´ T 1m ´ Smq ď WpT ´ T 1mq `WpSmq Ñ 0.
Lemma 3.9. For anyS P tN ,R,F u and T P S cd´1pRn;Gq with BT “ 0, we have that
inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P S cd pRn;Gqu
Proof. We claim for any Lipschitz mapping ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn and R P FkpRn;Gq, we have that
Sizepϕ7Rq ď LippϕqkSizepRq.
Indeed, we take polyhedron chains Pm
WÝÑR with SizepPmq Ñ SizepRq. Then ϕ7Pm WÝÑϕ7R and
Sizepϕ7Rq ď lim inf
mÑ8 Sizepϕ7Pmq ď lim infmÑ8 Lippϕq
kSizepPmq “ LippϕqkSizepRq.
Let us tend to prove the lemma. We assume sptT Ď Bp0, R0q for some R0 ą 0. We
consider the mapping ϕ : Rn Ñ Rn given by
ϕpxq “
#
x, x P Bp0, R0q,
R0
|x|x, |x| ą R0.
We see that ϕ is Lipschitz with Lippϕq “ 1. For any S P S pRn;Gq with BS “ T , we have
that Bϕ7S “ ϕ7pBSq “ ϕ7T “ T and Sizepϕ7Sq ď SizepSq. Thus
inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu ě inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P S cd pRn;Gqu.
The reverse inequality is clear, so we get that the equality.
Lemma 3.10. If G is discrete, then for anyS P tL ,N ,Ru and T P Sd´1pRn;Gq satisfying
that BT “ 0 and sptT is compact, we have that
inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P FdpRn;Gqu
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Proof. If T P Sd´1pRn;Gq, we let S by any flat d-chain of compact support with BS “ T ,
suppose that sptpSq is contained in a large ball Up0, rq, then we can find a sequence of chains
tS 1mumě1 Ď SdpX;Gq with sptpS 1mq Ď Bp0, r ` 1q such that WpS 1m ´ Sq Ñ 0 and
SizepSq “ lim
mÑ8 SizepS
1
mq.
Since WpBS 1m ´ BSq ď WpS 1m ´ Sq Ñ 0, and BS 1m ´ BS “ BS 1m ´ T P Sd´1pRn;Gq, by
Lemma 3.7, we can find chains Wm P SdpBp0, r ` 1q;Gq such that BS 1m ´ BS “ BWm and
MpWmq ď cWpBS 1m ´ BSq ď cWpS 1m ´ Sq.
Since G is a discrete abelian group, we set a :“ inft|g| : g P Gu ą 0, then by lemma 3.2, we
have
MpWmq ě aSizepWmq,
thus SizepWmq Ñ 0. We now put Sm “ S 1m ´ Wm, then tSmum is a sequence of chains in
SdpRn;Gq such that BpSmq “ T and WpSm ´ Sq Ñ 0, thus
SizepSq “ lim
mÑ8
SizepSmq “ lim
mÑ8
SizepS 1m ´Wmq
ď lim
mÑ8
pSizepS 1mq ` SizepWmqq “ lim
mÑ8
SizepS 1mq “ SizepSq,
so we have
Sm
WÝÑS, BSm “ BS and SizepSq “ lim
mÑ8 SizepSmq.
And we get that
inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P FdpRn;Gqu “ inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu .
Lemma 3.11. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Suppose that S P tL ,N ,R,F u
and T, T 1 P Sd´1pRn;Gq. If R P SdpRn;Gq satisfying that T ´ T 1 “ BR, then we have that
| inftSizepSq : S P SdpRn, Gq, BS “ T u´inftSizepSq : S P SdpRn, Gq, BS “ T 1u| ď SizepRq.
Proof. For convenience, we put
α “ inftSizepSq : S P SdpRn, Gq, BS “ T u, α1 “ inftSizepSq : S P SdpRn, Gq, BS “ T 1u.
We take two sequences tSmu, tS 1mu Ď SdpRn;Gq such that
BSm “ T, BS 1m “ T 1, SizepSmq Ñ α and SizepS 1mq Ñ α1.
Then BpSm ´Rq “ T 1 and BpS 1m `Rq “ T , thus
α ď SizepS 1m `Rq ď SizepS 1mq ` SizepRq, α1 ď SizepSm ´Rq ď SizepSmq ` SizepRq,
and
α ď α1 ` SizepRq, α1 ď α ` SizepRq.
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Lemma 3.12. Let G be any discrete normed abelian group, and A P RdpRn;Gq be any rec-
tifiable chain with compact support such that Hd`1psptAq “ 0. Then there is a sequence of
polyhedron chains tPmu and a constant C “ Cpn, dq ą 0 such that for any ε ą 0,
Pm
WÝÑA, SizepPmq Ñ SizepAq, sptpBA´ BPmq Ď spt BA`Up0, εq, (3.7)
and for any compact set K Ď Rn ,
lim sup
mÑ8
HdppsptPmq XKq ď CSizepA pK `Up0, εqq. (3.8)
Proof. Take Borel set X Ď sptA such that A X “ A and HdpXq “ SizepAq. Assume that
sptA Ď Bp0, rq. Applying Theorem 3.1 with S “ A andK “ Bp0, rq, for any δ ą 0, there is a
Lipschitz mapping h : r0, 1sˆRn Ñ Rn such that }hpt, ¨q´ id }8 ď δ, hp1, ¨q7A PPdpRn;Gq,
A “ hp1, ¨q7A` h7pr0, 1s ˆ BAq ` Bh7pr0, 1s ˆ Aq,
and
Sizephp1, ¨q7Aq ď SizepAq ` δ.
For δ “ 2´m, we take Pm “ hp1, ¨q7A, then (3.7) and (3.8) hold.
Proposition 3.13. Let B0 Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set such that
HdpB0q “ 0. Let G be a discrete normed abelian group. Then for any S P tL ,N ,R,F u
and T P Sd´1pB0;Gq with BT “ 0, we have that
inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu. (3.9)
Proof. For any E P CS pB0, T,Gq, there exists S P SdpE;Gq such that BS “ T , thus
SizepSq ď HdpsptpSqq ď HdpEq,
and
inf tSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu ď inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu.
We now turn to prove the reverse inequalities. That is, for any S P SdpRn;Gqwith BS “ T ,
we will show that
SizepSq ě inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu.
Since B0 is compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract, there is an open set U Ě B0 and a
Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ B0 such that ρ|B0 “ idB0 . For any ε ą 0, we let ψε : Rn Ñ Rn be
a Lipschitz extension of mapping ϕε defined by
ϕεpxq “
#
x, x P RnzB0 `Up0, 2εq,
ρpxq, x P B0 `Bp0, εq.
Since Lippϕεq ď 2` Lippρq, we can assume Lippψεq “ Lippϕεq ď 2` Lippρq.
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IfS “ L , T P Ld´1pRn;Gq, sptpT q Ď B0, BT “ 0. For any S P LdpRn;Gq with
BS “ T , by Lemma 3.12, there is a sequence Pm P PdpRn;Gq such that (3.7) and (3.8) hold.
We putWm “ S´Pm. Then S “ Pm`Wm, spt BWm Ď B0`Up0, εq form large enough, and
Em “ B0YsptPmYsptWm spans T , i.e. Em P CL pB0, T,Gq. Thus ψεpEmq P CL pB0, T,Gq,
and
ψεpEmq “ B0 Y ψεpsptPmq.
Setting Uε “ B0 `Up0, 2εq, we get that ψεpsptpPmqzUεq “ sptpPmqzUε and
ψεpEmq “ B0 Y ψεpsptpPmq X Uεq Y psptpPmqzUεq.
Thus
HdpψεpEmqq ď HdpsptpPmqzUεq `HdpψεpsptpPmq X Uεqq
ď HdpsptPmq ` LippψεqdHdpsptpPmq X Uεq
By Lemma 3.12, we get that
lim sup
mÑ8
HdpsptpPmq X Uεq ď CSizepS pB0 `Up0, 3εqq.
and
lim sup
mÑ8
HdpψεpEmqq ď SizepSq ` p2` LippρqqdSizepS pB0 `Up0, 3εqqq.
Let ν be the Radon measure given by νpUq “ SizepS Uq. Then we see that νpB0q “ 0, since
HdpB0q “ 0. So we get that
lim sup
mÑ8
HdpψεpEmqq ď lim
εÑ0 νpB0 `Bp0, εqq “ νpB0q “ 0,
and
inftHdpEq : E P CL pB0, T,Gqu ď SizepSq.
Thus the euqality (3.9) holds forS “ L .
If S P tN ,R,F u, by Lemma 3.8, we can find tTmu Ď Ld´1pB0;Gq such that BTm “ 0
and WpT´Tmq Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.7, we can find tRmu Ď SdpB0;Gq such that T´Tm “ BRm
and MpRmq ď cWpT ´Tmq Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.2, we get that SizepRmq Ñ 0. By Lemma 3.10,
we get that
inftSizepSq : BS “ Tm, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inftSizepSq : BS “ Tm, S P LdpRn;Gqu
ě inftHdpEq : E P CL pB0, Tm, Gqu
ě inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, Tm, Gqu
“ inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu.
By Lemma 3.11, we have that
inftSizepSq : BS “ Tm, S P SdpRn;Gqu ď inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu`SizepRmq.
We get that
inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu ě inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu.
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For any closed sets Y Ď X Ď Rn, complete normed abelian groupG, andS P tL ,N ,R,F u,
we put
ZSd pX, Y ;Gq “ tT P SdpX;Gq, spt BT Ď Y u.
Proposition 3.14. Let B0 Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set. Let G be a
discrete normed abelian group. Then for any σ P HNd´1pB0;Gq, we have that
inftSizepSq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBT s “ σu
“ inftSizepS pRnzB0qq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBT s “ σu
“ inftHdpEzB0q : E P CN pB0, σ,Gqu.
(3.10)
Proof. Put U “ RnzB0. Let U0 Ě B0 be an open set, ρ : U0 Ñ B0 a Lipschitz neighborhood
retraction. Suppose that B0`Bp0, δ0q Ď U0, δ0 ą 0. Let f : Rn Ñ R be the Lipschitz function
defined by fpxq “ distpx,B0q.
For any E P CN pB0, σ,Gq, there exists S P NdpE;Gq such that rBSs “ σ, thus
SizepS Uq ď HdpEzB0q,
and
inf
 
SizepS Uq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBSs “ σ
( ď inftHdpEzB0q : E P CN pB0, σ,Gqu.
For any 0 ă ε ă δ0{2, we let ρε : Rn Ñ Rn be a Lipschitz extension of mapping ρ1ε which
is given by
ρ1εpxq “
#
x, fpxq ě 2ε,
ρpxq, fpxq ď ε.
Suppose that Lippρεq “ Lippρ1εq ď 2` Lippρq. For any R P NdpRn;Gq with spt BR Ď B0, by
Theorem 5.7 in [17], we get that forH1-a.e. s P p0, εq,
R tf ą su P NdpRn;Gq and spt BpR tf ą suq Ď tf “ su.
Since sptpR ´R tf ą suq Ď tf ď su, we get that
pρεq7R ´ pρεq7pR tf ą suq P NdpB0;Gq.
Thus
pρεq7pR tf ą suq P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq and rBpρεq7pR tf ą suqs “ rBRs “ σ.
We see that
Sizeppρεq7pR tf ą suqq ď LippρεqdSizepR ts ď f ď 2εuq ` SizepR tf ą 2εuq,
and
inftSizepSq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBSs “ σu
ď p2` LippρqqdSizepR ts ď f ď 2εuq ` SizepR tf ą 2εuq,
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let ε tend to 0, we will get that the first equality in (3.10) holds. Therefore
inftSizepSq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBSs “ σu ď inftHdpEzB0q : E P CN pB0, σ,Gqu.
For any S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq with rBSs “ σ, by Theorem 3.1, there is a Lipschitz mapping h
such that hpt, xq “ x for x P B0, 0 ď t ď n ´ d ` 2, ϕ7S “ S ` Bh7pI ˆ Sq ` h7pI ˆ BSq,
where ϕ “ hpn ´ d ` 2, ¨q. Since spt BS Ď B0, we get that Bϕ7S “ ϕ7pBSq “ BS, thus
sptϕ7S P CN pB0, σ,Gq. Thus ρεpsptϕ7Sq P CN pB0, σ,Gq, and
Hdpρεpsptϕ7SqzB0q ď LippρεqdHdppsptϕ7Sq XB2εzBεq `Hdppsptϕ7SqzB2εq
ď p2` Lippρqqdc0SizepS pB3εzB0qq ` SizepS Uq ` ε1.
Let ε tend to 0, we will get that
inftHdpEzB0q : E P CN pB0, σ,Gqu ď SizepS Uq ` ε1.
Thus
inftHdpEzB0q : E P CN pB0, σ,Gqu ď inftSizepS Uq : S P ZNd pRn, B0;Gq, rBSs “ σu.
4 Currents
LetPdpRnq be the group of integral polyhedron chains in Rn defined in [12, 4.1.22]. It is clear
that pPdpRnq,Mq and pPdpRn;Zq,Mq are natural isometrically isomorphic, thus by definition,
pLdpRnq,Mq and pLdpRn;Zq,Mq are natural isometrically isomorphic. And the natural iso-
metric isomorphism commute with the boundary operator B and any induced homomorphism
f7 for Lipschitz mappings f . We let
F locd pRnq “ tR ` BS : R P Rlocd pRnq, S P Rlocd`1pRnqu,
and call d-dimensional locally integral flat chains the elements ofF locd pRnq. A d-dimensional
integral flat chain is a d-dimensional locally integral flat chain with compact support, and denote
by FdpRnq the collection of all integral flat chains. For any T P Ilocd pRnq, we set NpT q “
MpT q `MpBT q, and for any T P F locd pRnq, we set
WpT q “ inftMpRq `MpSq : T “ R ` BS,R P Rlocd pRnq, S P Rlocd`1pRnqu.
Lemma 4.1. pRlocd pRnq,Mq and pRdpRn;Zq,Mq are natural isometrically isomorphic.
Proof. We denote by `˚ : L˚pRnq Ñ L˚pRn;Zq the natural isometric isomorphism. By
Theorem [12, 4.1.28], for any T P Rlocd pRnq, and any ε ą 0, we can find Lipschitz mapping
f : Rn Ñ Rn and P PPdpRnq such that
MpT ´ f7P q ă ε,
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thus we can find a sequence tTmu Ď LdpRnq such that Tm MÝÑT . Then t`dpTmqu Ď LdpRn;Zq
is a Cauchy sequence for mass, so it is also a Cauchy sequence for flat norm, and it converges
to a flat chain, saying `Rd pT q. Then
Mp`Rd pT qq “ lim
mÑ8MpTmq ă 8,
and applying Theorem 4.1 in [27], we get that `Rd pT q P RdpRn;Zq. Let us check that `Rd pT q
does not depend on the choice of the sequence tTmu. Indeed, if tT 1mu is an another Lipschitz
chains which converges to T in mass, then MpT ´ T 1mq Ñ 0. Thus
Wp`dpTmq ´ `dpT 1mqq ď Mp`dpTmq ´ `dpT 1mqq “ MpTm ´ T 1mq Ñ 0,
we get so that t`dpTmqu and t`dpT 1mqu converge to a same limit. Hence, the mapping `Rd :
Rlocd pRnq Ñ RdpRn;Zq is well defined. We claim that
• `Rd |LdpRnq “ `d. For any T P Rlocd pRnq and tTmu Ď LdpRnq,
• if Tm WÝÑT , then `dpTmq WÝÑ`Rd pT q;
• if Tm MÝÑT , then `dpTmq MÝÑ`Rd pT q.
• `Rd is an isometric isomorphism.
• `Rd commute with B and f7 for any Lipschitz mapping f : Rn Ñ Rn.
The first three items easily follow from the definition of `Rd .
Let us go to prove that `Rd is an isomorphism. We first verify the mapping `
R
d is an homo-
morphism, that is, for each T1, T2 P Rlocd pRnq, we can find sequences tT1,mu, tT2,mu Ď LdpRnq
such that T1,m
MÝÑT1, T2,m MÝÑT2, thus we have that T1,m ` T2,m MÝÑT1 ` T2. By the definition of
`Rd , we have that
`dpT1,mq WÝÑ`Rd pT1q, `dpT2,mq WÝÑ`Rd pT2q and `dpT1,m ` T2,mq WÝÑ`Rd pT1 ` T2q.
But on the other hand,
`dpT1,m ` T2,mq “ `dpT1,mq ` `dpT2,mq WÝÑ`Rd pT1q ` `Rd pT2q,
and we get so that `Rd pT1 ` T2q “ `Rd pT1q ` `Rd pT2q. We next show that `Rd is an epimorphism.
Indeed, for each A P RdpRn,Zq, ε ą 0, we can find Lipschitz chain L P LdpRn;Zq such that
MpA ´ Lq ă ε, thus we can find tLmu Ď LdpRn,Zq such that Lm MÝÑA, then we have that
t`´1d pLmqu Ď LdpRnq is a Cauchy sequence for mass, and converges to B P Rlocd pRnq, hence
`Rd pBq “ A. We conclude that `Rd is a monomorphism. Indeed, if T1, T2 P Rlocd pRnq, and
`Rd pT1q “ `Rd pT2q. Then `Rd pT1 ´ T2q “ 0. But, by the definition of `Rd , there exists a sequence
of Lipschitz chains tRmu Ď LdpRnq such that Rm MÝÑT1 ´ T2, thus we have
`dpRmq MÝÑ`Rd pT1 ´ T2q “ 0,
thus T1 “ T2.
Now, we check that `Rd is an isometry. Indeed, for each T P Rlocd pRnq, there is a sequence
of Lipschitz chains Tm converges to T in mass, we get that
Mp`Rd pT qq “ lim
mÑ8Mp`dpTmqq “ limmÑ8MpTmq “ MpT q.
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Finally, we show that `Rd commute with B and f7. For each A P Rlocd pRnq, there exists
a sequence Lipschitz chain Am such that Am
MÝÑA, thus we have that `dpAmq WÝÑ`Rd pAq, and
B`dpAmq MÝÑB`Rd pAq. But on the other hand, we have that B`dpAmq “ `dpBAmq and BAm WÝÑBA,
thus `dpBAmq WÝÑ`Rd pBAq and B`Rd pAq “ `Rd´1pBAq. Similarly, we can get that
f7`Rd pAq “ f7p lim
mÑ8 `dpAmqq “ limmÑ8 `dpf7pAmqq “ `
R
d pf7Aq.
By Theorem 4.1 in [27], we get that RdpRn;Gq “ tT P FdpRn;Gq : MpT q ă 8u in
case that G is discrete. Thus NdpRn;Zq “ tT P RdpRn;Zq : BT P Rd´1pRn;Zqu. Since
Ilocd pRnq “ tT P Rlocd pRnq : BT P Rlocd´1pRnqu, as a consequence of Lemma 4.1, we get the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. pIlocd pRnq,Nq and pNdpRn;Zq,Nq are natural isometrically isomorphic.
For any T P FdpRn;Gq, there exist R P FdpRn;Gq and S P Fd`1pRn;Gq such that
MpRq `MpSq ă 2WpT q ă 8. Combine this with Theorem 4.1 in [27], we get that
FdpRn;Gq “ tR ` BS : R P RdpRn;Gq, S P Rd`1pRn;Gqu,
in case G is discrete. Hence, from Lemma 4.1, we get the following consequence.
Corollary 4.3. pF locd pRnq,Wq and pFdpRn;Zq,Wq are natural isometric isomorphic.
Proof. Let `˚ : L˚pRnq Ñ L˚pRn;Zq and `R˚ : Rloc˚ pRnq Ñ R˚pRn;Zq be the same as in
Lemma 4.1. For any T P F locd pRnq, there exist R P Rlocd pRnq and S P Rlocd`1pRnq such that
T “ R ` BS, we put hdpT q “ `Rd pRq ` Bp`Rd`1pSqq. We will show that hd : F locd pRnq Ñ
FdpRn;Zq is well defined, that is, which does not depend on the decomposition T “ R ` BS.
Indeed, if there exist R1 P Rlocd pRnq, S1 P Rlocd`1pRnq such that T “ R1`BS1, then we get that
R ´R1 ` BS ´ BS1 “ 0, thus
0 “ `Rd pR ´R1 ` BS ´ BS1q “ `Rd pRq ´ `Rd pR1q ` B`Rd`1pSq ´ B`Rd`1pS1q,
and `Rd pRq ` B`Rd`1pSq “ `Rd pR1q ` B`Rd`1pS1q.
We now check that hd is a homeomorphism. Indeed, for each T1, T2 P F locd pRnq, there
exists R1, R2 P Rlocd pRnq, S1, S2 P Rlocd`1pRnq such that T1 “ R1 ` BS1, T2 “ R2 ` BS2, then
we have that
hdpT1 ` T2q “ `Rd pR1 `R2q ` Bp`Rd`1pS1 ` S2qq
“ `Rd pR1q ` `Rd pR2q ` Bp`Rd`1pS1qq ` Bp`Rd`1pS2qq
“ hdpT1q ` hdpT2q.
If hdpT q “ 0 for some T P F locd pRnq, writing T “ R ` BS, then we get that
0 “ hdpT q “ hdpR ` BSq “ `Rd pRq ` Bp`Rd`1pSqq,
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and Bp`Rd`1pSqq “ ´`Rd pRq P RdpRn;Zq, thus `Rd`1pSq P Nd`1pRn,Zq, hence S P Ilocd`1pRnq
and Bp`Rd`1pSqq “ `Rd pBSq. Therefore, `Rd pR ` BSq “ `Rd pRq ` `Rd pBSq “ 0, and R ` BS “ 0,
we get that hd is a monomorphism.
Let us go to prove that hd is an epimorphism. For each A P FdpRn;Zq, there exists
B P RdpRn;Zq, C P Rd`1pRn,Zq such that A “ B ` BC. We put B1 “ p`Rd q´1pRq and
C1 “ p`Rd`1q´1pSq, then B1 P Rlocd pRnq and C1 P Rlocd`1pRnq. We put A1 “ B1 ` BC1, then
A1 P F locd pRnq and hdpA1q “ A.
Now, we check that hd is an isometry. For any T P F locd pRnq, if T “ R`BS,R P Rlocd pRnq
and S P Rlocd`1pRnq, then we have that hdpT q “ `Rd pRq ` B`Rd`1pSq, and
WphdpT qq ď Mp`Rd pRqq `Mp`Rd`1pSqq “ MpRq `MpSq,
thus
WphdpT qq ď inftMpRq`MpSq : T “ R`BS,R P Rlocd pRnq, S P Rlocd`1pRnqu “ WpT q. (4.1)
Conversely, for any T 1 P FdpRn;Zq, if T 1 “ R1`BS 1, R1 P FdpRn;Zq and S 1 P Fd`1pRn;Zq,
then we see that R “ p`Rd q´1pR1q P F locd pRnq and S “ p`Rd`1q´1pR1q P F locd`1pRnq, and that
hdpR ` BSq “ T 1. We get that
Wph´1d pT 1qq “ WpR1 ` BS 1q ď MpR1q `MpS 1q “ MpRq `MpSq,
thus
Wph´1d pT 1qq ď WpT 1q. (4.2)
From (4.1) and (4.2), we get that hd is an isometry.
The commutativity of hd and B follows from the definition of hd.
Finally, we show that hd commute with f7. Indeed, for each A P F locd pRnq, writing A “
B ` BC, B P Rlocd pRnq, C P Rlocd`1pRnq, then hdpAq “ `Rd pBq ` Bp`Rd`1pCqq, and
f7hdpAq “ f7`Rd pBq ` f7B`Rd`1pCqq “ `Rd pf7pBqq ` B`Rd`1pf7pCqq “ hdpf7Aq.
Proposition 4.4. Let B0 Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract set such that
HdpB0q “ 0. Then for anyS P tI,Ru and T P Sd´1pB0q with BT “ 0, we have that
inftSizepSq : S P SdpRnq, BS “ T u “ inftHdpEzB0q : E P CS pB0, rT s,Zqu.
Proof. The proof easily follows from Proposition 3.13, Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.2, Corollary
4.3 and the coincidence of the Hausdorff size and the flat size for rectifiable flat chains.
5 Comparison of homology
Proposition 5.1. Let G be an abelian group. Let X Ă Rn be a compact subset which is
neighborhood retract. Suppose ρ : U Ñ X is a retraction. Let H˚ and H1˚ be any homology
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theories satisfying the axioms 1 and 2. If there is a set V which is a union of finite number of
polyhedra and X Ď V Ď U , and there is an isomorphism hV : H˚pV ;Gq Ñ H1˚ pV ;Gq such
that hV ˝ H˚piX,V ˝ ρ|V q “ H1˚ piX,V ˝ ρ|V q ˝ hV , then hV pkerH˚pρ|V qq “ kerH1˚ pρ|V q and
H˚pX;Gq – H1˚pX;Gq.
Proof. Since ρ|X “ idX , we have that ρ|V ˝ iX,V “ idX , thus
H˚pρ|V q ˝ H˚piX,V q “ idH˚pX;Gq and H1˚pρ|V q ˝ H1˚piX,V q “ idH1˚ pX;Gq,
hence H˚piX,V q and H1˚ piX,V q are monomorphism, H˚pρ|V q and H1˚ pρ|V q are epimorphism.
Since H˚piX,V ˝ ρ|V q “ H˚piX,V q ˝ H˚pρ|V q, H1˚ piX,V ˝ ρ|V q “ H1˚ piX,V q ˝ H1˚ pρ|V q, and
hV ˝ H˚piX,V ˝ ρ|V q “ H1˚ piX,V ˝ ρ|V q ˝ hV , we have that
hV pkerH˚pρ|V qq “ kerH1˚pρ|V q.
We now consider the homomorphism
hX “ H1˚pρ|V q ˝ hV ˝ H˚piX,V q : H˚pX;Gq Ñ H1˚pX;Gq.
Since hV ˝ H˚piX,V ˝ ρ|V q “ H1˚ piX,V ˝ ρ|V q ˝ hV , we get that
hX ˝ H˚pρ|V q “ H1˚pρ|V q ˝ hV ˝ H˚piX,V q ˝ H˚pρ|V q “ H1˚pρ|V q ˝ hV .
But hV is an isomorphism and H1˚ pρ|V q is an epimorphism, we get that hX is also an epimor-
phism. Similarly, we have that
H1˚piX,V q ˝ hV “ hV ˝ H˚piX,V q.
Since hV is an isomorphism, H1˚ piX,V q and H˚piX,V q are monomorphism, we get that hX is a
monomorphism.
Corollary 5.2. Let G be an abelian group. Let X Ă Rn be a compact subset which is neigh-
borhood retract. Let Hs˚ be the singular homology. Then the natural homomorphism
Hs˚pX;Gq Ñ Hˇ˚pX;Gq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is clear there is a natural homomorphism v˚ : Hs˚p¨;Gq Ñ Hˇ˚p¨;Gq, which is commute
with any induced homomorphism f˚, see for example [18]. We assume that U Ě X is an open
set, ρ : U Ñ X is a retraction, and take V a closed set which is a union of finite number of
polyhedra, and satisfies that X Ď V Ď U . Then we have that the natural homomorphism vV˚ :
Hs˚pV ;Gq Ñ Hˇ˚pV ;Gq is an isomorphism, and vV˚ ˝Hs˚piX,V ˝ρ|V q “ Hˇ˚piX,V ˝ρ|V q˝vV˚ . Thus
vX˚ “ Hˇ˚pρ|V q˝vV˚ ˝Hs˚piX,V q, and by Proposition 5.1, we get that vX˚ : Hs˚pX;Gq Ñ Hˇ˚pX;Gq
is an isomorphism.
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Proposition 5.3. Let X Ă Rn be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract. Then for any
S P tL ,N ,R,F u and complete normed abelian group G, we have that
HS˚ pX;Gq – Hˇ˚pX;Gq.
Proof. For any set Y Ď Rn and S P tN ,R,F u, we see that L˚pY ;Gq Ď S˚pY,Gq, thus
there is a natural homomorphism hY “ hSY : HL˚ pY ;Gq Ñ HS˚ pY ;Gq defined by
hY pT ` BL˚ pY ;Gqq “ T ` BF˚ pY ;Gq, @T P ZL˚ pY ;Gq.
We will show that hX is an isomorphism. Indeed, for any T1, T2 P ZL˚ pX;Gq, if T1 ´ T2 R
BL˚ pX;Gq, then T1 ´ T2 R BF˚ pX;Gq, thus hX is a monomorphism. For any T P ZS˚ pX;Gq,
by Lemma 3.8, we can find a sequence of Lipschitz chains Tm P L˚pX;Gq such that Tm WÝÑT
and BTm “ 0. By Lemma 3.7, we can find Rm P S˚`1pX;Gq such that T ´ Tm “ BRm. Thus
T ` BS˚ pX;Gq “ Tm ` BS˚ pX;Gq, and
hXpTm ` BL˚ pX;Gqq “ T ` BS˚ pX;Gq.
Hence, hX is an epimorphism, and we get that hX is an isomorphism.
For any Y Ď Rn, we denote by C˚pY ;Gq the group of singular chains, then L˚pX;Gq Ď
C˚pY ;Gq, so there is a natural homomorphism ϕV : HL˚ pV ;Gq Ñ Hs˚pV ;Gq. Since X is
Lipschitz neighborhood retract, we can find open setU Ě X and Lipschitz mapping ρ : U Ñ X
such that ρ|X “ idX . We take a closed set V which is a union of finite number of polyhedra
and satisfies that X Ď V Ď U . Then, by Proposition 1.3 in [29], we see that the natural
homomorphism ϕV : HL˚ pV ;Gq Ñ Hs˚pV ;Gq is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that, for any
Lipschitz mapping f : Y Ñ Z, we have that ϕZ ˝ HL˚ pfq “ Hs˚pfq ˝ ϕX . By an analogous
argument as in the proof of Corollary 5.2, we may get that ϕX is an isomorphism. Then
vX˚ ˝ ϕX ˝ phSX q´1 : HS˚ pX;Gq Ñ Hˇ˚pX;Gq is an isomorphism.
6 Infimum of Plateau’s problem
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We assume 0 ă a ď F px, piq ď b ă `8 for any px, piq P RnˆGpn, dq.
Let U0 be a neighborhood of B0, and define ρ : U0 Ñ B0 be a Lipschitz retraction. We take
ε ą 0 such that B0 `Up0, 10εq Ď U0, and take Bε to be a union of finite number of polyhedra
such that
B0 `Up0, 2εq Ď Bε Ď B0 `Up0, 3εq.
For any E P CHpB0, L,Gq, we choose R0 large enough such that E Ď Bp0, R0 ´ 1q.
Applying Theorem 2.5 with ε1 “ ε2 “ ε, U “ Up0, R0qzB0, X “ E, K “ Bp0, R0 ´
1qzpB0 ` Up0, εq, we get a Lipschitz mapping ϕε : Rn Ñ Rn such that (1), (2), (3) and (4)
hold. We put Eε “ ϕεpEq, and Oε “ Bp0, R0qzpB0 ` Up0, 4εqq. Let ψ¯ε : Rn Ñ Rn be a
Lipschitz extension of ψε with Lippψ¯εq “ Lippψεq, where ψε : Oε YBε Ñ Rn is defined by
ψεpxq “
#
x, x P Oε,
ρpxq, x P Bε.
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For each x P Oε, y P Bε, we choose y0 P B0, such that|y ´ y0| “ distpy,B0q ď 3ε, then we
have
|ψεpxq ´ ψεpyq| “ |x´ ρpyq| ď |x´ y| ` |y ´ y0| ` |y0 ´ ρpyq|
ď |x´ y| ` 3ε` 3 Lippρqε ď |x´ y| ` 3p1` Lippρqq |x´ y|
ď p4` 3 Lippρqq |x´ y| .
Thus Lippψεq ď 4` 3 Lippρqq.
We will show that Bε YEε spans L in Homology H˚, indeed, define the inclusion mappins
i1 : B0 ãÑ E, i2 : Eε ãÑ Bε Y Eε,
Since ϕε is homotopic to identity, we can get i2 ˝ ϕε ˝ i1 is homotopic to iB0,BεYEε , thus
H˚pi2 ˝ ϕε ˝ i1q “ H˚piB0,BεYEεq,
and we get that
Bε Y Eε P CHpB0, L,Gq.
Since Bε Y Eε is a union of finite number of polyhedra, we have that
Bε Y Eε P Cˇ pB0, L,Gq.
Since ψ¯ε|B0 “ ρ|B0 “ idB0 , we have that ψ¯ε ˝ iB0,BεYEε “ iB0,ψ¯εpBεYEεq, and
H˚pψ¯ε ˝ iB0,BεYEεq “ H˚piB0,ψ¯εpBεYEεqq,
thus
ψ¯εpBε Y Eεq P Cˇ pB0, L,Gq.
Since Bε Y Eε “ pEε XOεq Y ppBε Y EεqzOεq and
ψ¯εppBε Y EεqzOεq “ ψ¯εpBεq Y ψ¯εpEεzOεq “ B0 Y ψ¯εpEεzOεq “ ψ¯εpEεzOεq,
we have that
ΦF ppψ¯εpBε Y EεqqzB0q ď ΦF pψ¯εpEε XOεqq ` ΦF pψ¯εppBε Y EεqzOεqzB0q
ď ΦF pEε XOεq ` ΦF pψ¯εpEεzOεqzB0q
ď ΦF pϕεpEzB0qq ` λ0 Lippψ¯εqdHdppEεzOεqzB0q
ď ΦF pEzB0q ` bLippψ¯εqdHdpϕεpE X pB0 `Up0, 5εqqqzB0q ` ε
ď ΦF pEzB0q ` bC LippψεqdHdppE X pB0 `Up0, 5εqqqzB0q ` ε
ď ΦF pEzB0q ` C2HdppE X pB0 `Up0, 5εqqqzB0q ` ε,
where C2 “ bC ¨ p4 ` 3 Lippρqqd and C is the constant in Theorem 2.5. But we see that
HdpE X pB0 `Up0, 5εqqzB0q Ñ 0 as εÑ 0, we get so that
inftΦF pEzB0q : E P Cˇ pB0, G, Lqu ď inftΦF pEzB0q : E P CHpB0, G, Lqu.
By a similar argument as above, we will obtain the reverse inequality
inftΦF pEzB0q : E P CHpB0, G, Lqu ď inftΦF pEzB0q : E P Cˇ pB0, G, Lqu.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 3.9, we will need to consider the caseS P tL ,N ,R,F u.
By Proposition 3.13, we get that
inftSizepSq : BS “ T, S P SdpRn;Gqu “ inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu.
By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 5.3, we get that
inftHdpEq : E P CS pB0, T,Gqu “ inftHdpEq : E P Cˇ pB0, T,Gqu.
Thus (1.1) holds.
Proof of Corollary 1.3. It follows from Theorem 1.2 and Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2.
Corollary 6.1. Let B0 Ă Rn be a compact C1,α submanifold of dimension d ´ 1 without
boundary, 0 ă α ď 1. Suppose that L is a subgroup of Hˇd´1pB0;Zq, E is a Cˇech minimizer.
If ΘdEpxq “ 1{2 for any x P B0, then E is a minimizer with the singular homology boundary
conditions, and
HdpEq “ inftSizepT q : T P IdpRnq, rBT s P Lu. (6.1)
Proof. Put U “ RnzB0. Then E X U is minimal in U . By Theorem 16.1 in [4], for any
x P E X U , there is a ball Upx, rq such that E X Upx, rq is locally biHölder equivalent to a
minimal cone in Rn at x. By the Allard-type boundary regularity theorem [1,3], we get that for
any x P B0, there is a ball Upx, rq such that E XUpx, rq is C1,γ equivalent to a half d-plane.
Thus E is local Hölder neighborhood retract. That is, there is an open set U with E Ď U ,
and Hölder mapping ρ : U Ñ E such that ρ|E “ idE . Let Em be a minimizing sequence
under the singular homology conditions such that Em converges to E in Hausdorff distance,
then Em Ď U for m large enough, thus ρpEmq Ď E, and ρpEmq are minimizers. Equality (6.1)
is easily follows from Corollary 1.3.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Put U “ RnzB0. By Proposition 3.14,
inftSizepT q : rT s P HI2pR3;Mq, rBT s “ σu “ inftH2pEzB0q : E P Cˇ pB0, T,Zqu.
We take a sequence of compact sets tEmu Ď Cˇ pB0, T,Zq such that Em dHÝÑE P Cˇ pB0, T,Zq,
HdpEzB0q “ lim
mÑ8H
dpEmzB0q “ inftH2pEzB0q : E P Cˇ pB0, T,Zqu,
and there exists Tm P I2pR3q satisfying Tm Em “ Tm and rBTms “ σ. E is a Cˇech minimizer,
thusEXU is minimal in U . By Jean Taylor’s regularity theorem [26], we get that at every point
x P E X U , E X U is locally C1,γ diffeomorphic to a minimal cone in R3. By Theorem 1.2 in
[10], we get that at every point x P E XB0, E is locally C1,γ diffeomorphic to a minimal cone
in the half space. Hence, E is local Lipschitz neighborhood retract, and E admit a minimizer
on it.
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